Abortion law

I read the commentary 1 on ‘Abortion law: campaign groups and the quest for change’ in the October 2006 issue of the Journal with interest. In general, the authors balanced the views of the different groups seeking change in the UK abortion legislation, summarising the concerns of both pro-life and pro-choice organisations. However, in his discussion and conclusions, Dr Vincent Argent ceases to be impartial and reveals his own prejudices, consistent with his position as Medical Director of bpas. He asserts that anti-abortion campaigners are seeking to “whittle away” at the legal provision of abortion until such time as they can prevent abortion taking place altogether. This is patently not true. At least two of the pro-life organisations cited are aiming to retain abortion legislation and to see it enforced properly, but do not seek to ban it altogether.

He then describes the sentiment that “the smaller and less well developed the fetus is, the less they feel uncomfortable about the idea of abortion” as a common-sense pragmatic view. He is thus implicitly labelling any who do not hold to this sentiment as lacking common sense.

Finally, in his conclusion, Dr Argent suggests that “the majority of women in the UK agree with the different groups calling for change in the law to allow easier and earlier access and women’s choice on abortion.” On what evidence does he base this finding? I only have evidence he alludes to in the sentence “Other polls generally show support for earlier abortion on request and improved access”. He does mention a recent MORI poll, which claimed that 47% of women believe the legal time limit for abortion should be reduced from 24 weeks. But he makes no specific reference to the “other polls”, which he claims show that the majority of women in the UK would like easier access to abortion.

Having read earlier in the commentary about the views of five large organisations that are pro-life, it is hard to believe many women would support either reduced access to abortion or stricter enforcement of the current abortion law as originally intended. I therefore find it difficult to believe Dr Argent’s assertions without proper evidence to back them up.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

How can we reduce unintended pregnancies?

Unintended and unwanted pregnancy rates continue to rise in England and Wales. These rates largely translate into termination of pregnancies, the bulk of which occur in teenagers and in younger women aged 25 years or less.1 These high rates occur against the background of free contraceptive services. It would appear then that apathy to the use of contraception by women is an important contributing factor. It is possible also that the wrong choices regarding contraception are being made by women and their doctors. There is evidence that about 50% of all pregnancies are unplanned, and in early or late reproductive life such pregnancy is commonly unwanted and is likely to be terminated.2

This makes the proper use of effective contraception the most important intervention in the prevention of unintended pregnancies and hence unwanted pregnancies. There is evidence that most women seeking termination of pregnancy are not using contraception at all, using condoms which depend largely on proper user application for effectiveness, or using ineffective contraception by haphazardly taking the oral contraceptive pill.3 Such women also recognise that the contraceptive of choice for them is one that they do not have to remember to take.4 Long-acting reversible contraceptives (LARCs) would suit this very vulnerable group of choice for these women. These are the depot medroxyprogesterone acetate injection (Depo-Provera5), the progesterone subdermal implant (Implanon®), progestogen intrauterine system (Mirena®) and copper intrauterine devices. The guidelines by the National Institute for Health and Clinical Excellence (NICE)6 endorsing LARCs as the contraceptive methods of choice is to be commended and it is hoped that these can make an impact in reducing unintended or unplanned pregnancy rates and hence unintended pregnancies and termination of pregnancy rates. For this reduction in unintended pregnancies to occur, the guideline needs to be embraced wholeheartedly by all the clinicians, especially in primary care and family planning clinics, where the bulk of contraceptive care in the UK is provided. The guideline makes the case eloquently in terms of efficacy and cost-effectiveness. For the younger woman or teenager, the case for using a LARC cannot be over-emphasised as sexual intercourse commonly is unplanned and may also occur under the influence of alcohol. This group of women also lead busy lives and are often chaotic — a scenario lacking in the orderliness, discipline and the forward planning necessary for the successful use of a daily applied method of contraception such as the pill or condoms.

All family planning clinics and general practice surgeons should, as a matter of urgency, become conversant with the insertion and administration techniques for these LARCs. The oral contraceptive pill should be prescribed only where short-term contraception is required (e.g. where a pregnancy is desired within 3 months or less). Condom use needs to be promoted, mainly as protection against sexually transmitted infections, and LARC as protection against pregnancy.
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Increase in IUD expulsions

I read with interest the letter from Frank Hawkins and Nanas Callander in the October 2006 issue of the Journal.4 A few years back I published a similar letter in the Journal, which was followed by a lot of correspondence over a period of a year and the journal editor had to stop further correspondence with the promise of publishing a special review article on the topic. Those days it was Gyne-T Safe® intrauterine device (IUD). I had problems like other displacement with the thread too long or expulsion. After much trial and error with the plastic model I felt there was something wrong with the design and I approached the manufacturer, however they did not return the courtesy to acknowledge my letter. After my letter was published in the Journal the company sent a representative to discuss the issue. I then suggested that the tube holding the IUD was rather snug fitting and also that the introducer rod was short of the outer opening. As a result the IUD didn’t in to the tube and during removal of the tube the IUD was pulled down with it. Therefore it was used to line up the rod a few millimeters just above the top end of the tube and then I could remove it. I even used a 5-0 nylon suture which ends at the lower end of the rod, like a stopper above ring. After that it was very easy to load the IUD, introduce it and pull the tube up to
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